PEELABLE GLASS PAINT

Product Information: FOR ALL SHINY SURFACES, OUTSIDE & IN

“Thorndown’s Peelable Glass Paint is a revolutionary product that has changed the face of greenhouse shading.
Formulated using a 100% recycled plastics resin it gives ‘post-consumer recycled plastics’ formerly destined for
landfill, another lease of life. Although designed so that the coating can be peeled off, it is also highly durable and
water-repellent so could stay on for years. Shades and colours, then leaves no trace.”
Peelable Glass Paint is a high-performing product that effectively reduces internal temperatures in greenhouses,
conservatories and orangeries. Made with strong exterior-grade VOC free colour pigments, it comes in an opaque
heritage and translucent arts & crafts colour range so you can match shading to joinery Wood Paint colours, or
create a piece of art. Being water-based and with minimal VOC and odour you can happily paint it inside or out.
Great for paint enthusiasts and keeping the kids occupied.
Designed as an easy to use greenhouse shading product it is also perfect for use in conservatories or to create
security or privacy screening on over-looked windows. Greenhouse shading no longer has to be a painfull, dull and
laborious task with endless scrubbing. Create works of art in homes and gardens then simply peel it off!

Use indoor or outdoor. Paint on then peel off to remove
Revolutionary, carefully crafted high performance Eco paint – water-based eco product with minimal
VOC (Volatile Organic Compounds) at 0.05%, and low odour
Made from a 100% already recylced plastics resin
Available in 24 opaque colours & 14 translucent for arts & crafts or lighter shading. Colours mix easily
Effectively reduces internal temperatures, protecting plants and people
Strong, deep, long-lasting external grade colours with high resistance to colour fade
Coats glass, polycarbonate, acrylic, Perspex, plastic, uPVC and metal, covering up to 12m2 per litre
Durable water repellent coating that will last in exterior conditions for years
Range of Stencil Craft Packs available in seasonal and floral themes with more being added
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For your convenience, our tins
have been designed with a wider
top for easy painting, and more
air space above the paint level
for easy mixing.

